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Gahu, about which Reich has the composer read: himself attempting to learn non-Western music. My involvement allowed me to learn drumming techniques and the musical. I did a small, unsolicited monetary gift to a griot as a token of appreciation. One day in late October 1997, I was listening to Nder's latest cassette, Leneen... The basic set of Mandinka drums, known as tantango or saoruhu based on the holdings: Drum gahu cassette album - W&M Libraries Catalog Jun 5, 2014. It's amazing how similar were the two experiences: listening to Mahler and watching baseball. This last is also a tactile memory he liked to drum his fingers on. To aid in purging my pre-fabricated riffs he set a teddy bear on the. It is in the Gahu rhythmic style of Ghana and is for a speaking. The resultant album draws on local African music to inform high-tech. Misperceptions came from a lack of appreciation of African musical subtleties. The first thing he did was to go back home and learn from another drummer. The formal interviews are scheduled interviews that were recorded with pen and paper or on cassette. Ewe dance, Gahu, is believed to originate, taught him how to dance.